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 General Information 

High Precision Devices Made in Token 

Token is equipped to design and produce custom components to meet many design and reliability 

demands. 

Token's line of high-reliability and precision products reflects a long-term commitment to our 

industrial and military customers. In addition to standard industry-grade resistor products, we also 

have many resistive products designed to meet various military source-controlled drawings. 

We continually strive to meet the changing application requirements of the markets by developing new 

products and manufacturing technologies on an on-going basis. 

Enhanced Precision and Stability for Low-Cost Uses 

Every component Token provides to the commercial, industrial, and military markets for 

cost-efficiency uses is backed by the comprehensive testing and failure analysis capabilities of our own 

technical staff, whom are industrial experts in understanding and meeting the requirements of the 

environment.  

Low TCR - Fast Approach to a Steady State 

Token Electronics provides a precision Temperature Coefficient of Resistance TCR as low as 2 ppm/℃, 

If you must guarantee a smaller resistance change in your application. TCR is the best known 

parameter used to specify a resistor’s stability, and is used to depict the resistive element’s sensitivity 

to temperature change due to ambient temperature variations. 

A resistor's TCR tells how much its value changes as its temperature changes. It is usually expressed in 

ppm/℃ (parts per million per degree Centigrade) units.  

Long-Term Proven Service 

Our technical expertise, our knowledge of the industry, our broad product offering, and our ability to 

work long-term are all part of Token’s ongoing commitment to meeting the changing requirements of 

our most reliability-conscious customer, today and in the future. 


